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In February 1903—during a period of recession
and also cold weather—the percentage of all
workers unemployed in Great Britain was 3 9
But the table shows a lower proportion of the
labour force was unemployed in the Midlands and
the South and that there was a much higher
percentage of unemployment m the North in
Scotland and m Northern Ireland Moreover
the labour shortage of early 198a was not shared
equally unemployment remained significant in
these areas In this situation checks have to be
placed on the economy before full employment is
reached because m the booming areas vacancies
far exceed unemployment
One of the main reasons for the regional pattern
of unemployment is that certain industries and
services in which big changes have been taking
place tend to be grouped in specific regions Most
of our early industrial centres had to be established
close to coal iron ore and adequate water sup
plies But employment in many long established
industries has recently been declining The scale
of this contraction can be seen from the table On
the other hand new and growing industries and
their related offices have been concentrated m
Greater London the South East and the Mid
lands The growth of services too has centred
on the areas where industry is booming and popu
lation is increasing In the absence of Govern
meat intervention the process would tend to
become cumulative and regional inequalities
would grow rather than diminish
National Income
Gross domestic income (GDI} is the sum total
of incomes received for the services of labour land
or capital in a country Gross domestic product
(GDP) is the money value of all the goods and
services produced m the country So as to avoid
double counting only the value added at each
stage of production is included firms purchases
are excluded The revenue from selling the
GDP is either paid out to the hired factors of
production—labour land, and capital—or re
tamed in the form of profits Therefore provided
it is calculated net of taxes on goods produced
GDP must equal GDY To estimate grogs
national income from GDY it is necessary to add
the net income—such as profits and interest—
received from abroad. If an allowance is made
for wear and tear of the nation a capital equip-
ment i e for capital c&nswmvlion we arrive at
net national income better known as the national
income
la 1965 the national income of the United King
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dom was £28 280 million implying a national
income per he, d of £51S In 1955 the correspond
ing figures had been £15 514 million and £303 per
head However only pirt of tin. increase in
value was due to in increase in the quantity of
goods and services produced some of the increase
simply reflected a rise in prices It u> important
to calculate changes m the volume of output—
l"nown as real output—as well as changes m its
value Peal output is calcul ted by the statistical
device of constructing an index number This is
done by calculating the volume of goods and
Cervices provided in each year and then valuuu
these goods and services at the prices found in
one particula- year Thua between 19o5 an 11065
the money value of national income rose by 82
per cent vhereas real output increased by only
33 per cent and the difference represented a n=e
in pnc»s
In real terms national income per head rose by
24 per cent between 1955 and 196o or by 2 2 per
cent per annum National income per head is the
most useful indicator of the st-ndird of living
However this measure is necessarily a crude one
For instance it cannot tale account of new pro
ducts e a television or the plastic bucket nor
of changes in the distribution of income between
rich and the poor nor of the quality of life
affected b^ -ueh things as tuftsc jims and ~rnoue
less zones nor of the length of the working week
Industrial Production
It is fairly easy to measure output in the m in
manufacturing industries and in many of the
basic industries It is much more difficult to do
so for the service industries the output of a
doctor or a teacher is not easily measured So
each month tbe Central Statistical Office calcu
lites the index of industrial vrodudxn covering
the mam productive mdustnea However
this tends to give a false impression of the rate of
growth of output since the industrial sector is the
one beat placed to raise its output per head and
for which demand expands most rapidly Eoughly
a 5 per cent increase m industrial output is likely
to be accompanied by a 3 per cent increase m
GDP on which the average standard of living
depends
Manufacturing industry accounts for more than
three quarters of industrial production Within
manufacturing industry two industries have
expanded most rapidly—chemicals which in
eludes drugs plastics cosmetics detergents and
oil refining and vehicles which includes cars
tractors commercial vehicles and aircraft The
slowest growing manufacturing industries are
textiles and shipbuilding which are losing their
markets to cheaper competitors Those nidus-
tries in which demand has stagnated are also the
industries in which output per employee ie
productivity has stagnated
International Comparisons
Between 19o5 and 1964 Britain s GDP grew
less rapidly than that of any other country listed
m the table except the U S A The British eco
nomy was also characterised by a relatively slow
growth of output per head i,e productivity
Many explanations of Britain s poor performance
have been suggested and. there is by no means
agreement on this matter among economists It
has been argued that the U K —like the U S A.—
has a highly advanced economy in which there
is a relatively high demand for services and that
it is difficult to raise productivity in the large
services sector Another argument ia that Britain
has been hampered by its slowly growing labour
force which has restricted growth not only in
output but also in output per man The reason
given is that an expanding labour force needs to
be equipped with additional plant and machinery
so that its capital equipment tends to be newer on
average than that used by a static labour force
and thus more up to-date and efficient
Some commentators have put the blame on the
inefficiency of our business management some
on our educational system, biased towards the
humanities some on the social milieu which
looks down on money making as a career some
on over manning and other restrictive practices
of trade unions. A good deal of attention has

